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General Comments:

Presented in this manuscript is an automated data processing pipeline for extracting
glacier termini positions, and the associated dataset that consists of data spanning 295
Greenlandic glaciers over period 1984-2021. The dataset consists of 278,239 glacier
termini for 295 glaciers, and includes ice/ocean masks for the years 2018-2020. The
pipeline consists of a Google Earth Engine based downloader , combined with a deep
neural network to extract termini locations from the subsetted and preprocessed satellite
imagery. The literature review covers most of the existing work in the field. The deep
learning methodology also incorporates the greatest diversity of sensors (Landsat 5-8,
Sentinel 1 & 2) and sensor types (both optical and SAR), which is a novel development.
The methodology is quality controlled by assessing its performance on two uncertainty
quantification metrics.

In summary, the study represents a significant contribution to the cryosphere and
scientific community, by providing a new glacial termini dataset for Greenland, and an
automated deep learning based pipeline for automated glacial feature extraction.
However, there are certain comments to be addressed regarding the dataset and the
manuscript before acceptance at the editor’s discretion, as detailed below.

Major Comments:

A primary concern to be noted is the lack of certain validation metrics that are
commonly used in works such as this. Previous studies use the same established
validation metrics (average area/distance between predicted and observed termini, or
Mean distance error) to ensure ease of comparison. This measure is used in existing
works such as Mohajerani et al. (2019), Baumhoer et al. (2019), Cheng et al. (2021),



Heidler et al. (2021), Gourmelon et al. (2022), Loebel et al. (2022), and specifically
Zhang et al. (2019, 2021). The average uncertainty of 37m, which is calculated using
the average distance between duplicate picks from Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2, is
somewhat misleading given this context, and the lack of such mean distance error
calculation with respect to the ground truth should be addressed. Use of existing
validation sets (Cheng et al. (2021), TermPicks/Goliber et al. (2022), and specifically
Gourmelon et al. (2022)) would be advisable, as this would allow a fair comparison of
this method with existing studies on established measures.
A related concern to be noted is the biases inherent in the chosen validation metrics.
One validation metric (average distance between duplicate picks from Landsat-8 and
Sentinel-2) is biased towards lower/better values, since it is only calculated on higher
resolution images, and doesn’t measure the method’s performance with respect to
manual delineated observations that function as the ground truth. Furthermore, this
uncertainty quantification cannot be calculated across the entire dataset, so its use as a
metric to gauge the quality of the dataset is questionable.
The data itself has a few issues that require reevaluation of the automated screening
module. Within the provided dataset, there are fronts that are closed loops, make large
spatio-temporal jumps, or are otherwise erroneous. Additionally, there is a non-
negligible number of glaciers with termini that are cutoff by the boundaries of the ROI,
which should be expanded and/or otherwise addressed.
While the primary contributions of this study are the data processing pipeline and
dataset, there is value in providing some analysis of the results, such as commenting
on the general/regional area change trends (as shown for individual glaciers in the
supplement, and to a degree in Figure 6), volume loss (when integrated with velocity
datasets, though this may be out of scope), or correlations with temperatures/other
measurements.
The integration of figures in the manuscript could be better handled. Specifically, few
figures are referenced within the manuscript (6, 8, 9, and 10 being the exceptions).
It would be in the best interests of the community for the TermPicks derived training
data to be released for ease of use for future projects.
The training & pre/postprocessing of the network can be elaborated upon. The learning
rate/regularization factors are less important/useful than information such as the
optimizer used, number of epochs trained on, the total number of images trained on,
loss function used, vectorization algorithm, and data augmentations used (i.e., if no
data augmentations were used, why not, and if so, what were they).

Specific Comments:

P2 L58: I would recommend adding Gourmelon et al. (2022) and Loebel et al. (2022) to
this list.

P3 L70-71, P7 L210: There are automated verification steps in Cheng et al. (2021),
which includes filtering out unconfident predictions from the DL classifier.

P8 L225: Could a detail/edge preserving speckle filter be applied? Or other types of
Sentinel-1 processing steps to reduce speckle noise?



P11 L341: Is there a limitation (such as spatial coverage gaps) restricting ice mask
generation to 2018-2020, or could they be made for other years?

P21 Figure 1: The flowchart is a not straight forward to follow. Perhaps consider
separating the training/inference flowcharts, or organizing it in a more linear fashion.

P26 Figure 6: The color of the uncertainty bars and your results are the same (both are
black). This makes the figure hard to interpret. Additionally, consider using colorblind
friendly color schemes.

P31 Figure 11: Are the uncertainty bars for all of GID164’s picks the same size? 
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